
Features

• Cost-Effective

• Lossless

• 500 Channels

• Cost effective

Product Description
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Fiber Optical Channel Monitoring System
(up to 260 channels, lossless)

The FCMS series of Fiber Optical Channel Monitor Systems is designed to

cost-effectively select and monitor any channel in the multi-channel

fiber optic network (up to 260) with minimum interruption of the data

stream. It has the option to integrate fiber amplifiers to form a lossless

system that taps a significant amount of signal up to 3dBm for special

applications. An option to integrate a photodetector with an amplifier

for a data rate up to 1GHz is also available.

Product Description

Performance Specifications

Applications

• Networks

• Instruments

Seamless Channel Monitoring System Min Typical Max Unit 

Operation wavelength     1260 1550      1650 nm 

Switching time 100n  20m s 

Insertion loss in all channels   1.5 dB 

Additional loss in monitoring channel       0  dB 

Optical power to monitor *   -3  10 dBm 

Return loss 50   dB 

Power consumption  7  W 

Operating temperature -5 25 65 °C 

Interface     Ethernet  
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Fast Switch and Lossless 

Channel Monitoring System
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Standard 19” case. The height is determined by channel number.

Mechanical Dimensions 

Electrical Interface

•Ethernet RJ45

Function Diagram (scalable)

Ordering Information

*Product dimensions may change without notice. This is sometimes required for non-standard specifications.

* 3dBm integrates optical amplifiers ( ~ $450 extra for each channel)

** Each channel integrates a detector /amplifier with an SMA electrical output in the front panel 

(~$80 extra for each channel)    

□□□ □ □ □ □ □ □

Prefix Channels Wavelength
Switching 

Time
Tap Ratio* Detector** Fiber Type Connector

FCMS- 8 = AA8 1230-1630 = 1 100ns = 1 3% = 1 Non = 1 SMF-28 = 1 Non = 1

14 = A14 Special = 0 20ms = 3 5% = 2 Yes = 2 MM 50/125 = 2 FC/PC = 2

16 = A16 0 = 0 3dBm = 3 MM 62.5/125 = 3 FC/APC = 3

32 = A32 Special = 0 Special = 0 SC/PC = 4

64 = A64 SC/APC = 5

128 = 128 ST/PC = 6

Special = 000 LC = 7

Duplex LC = 8

Quad LC = 9

Special = 0
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Q: If the device were to fail, would the switch continue to pass the fiber light through 
the switch as configured before failure?  When power is restored, does the IN/OUT 
configuration before failure remain in place?
A: This depends, if one mirror fails, it only affects the light go through that mirror.  
Yes, when power back up it will go to the previous points

Q: When power is restored, does the IN/OUT configuration before failure remain in 
place?
A: Yes, when power back up it will go to the previous flightpath

Q: If power to the device were shutoff, would the device continue to pass the fiber 
light as configured before failure?
A: This function is call latching.  We uniquely offer MEMS latching switch but cost 
more.

Q: With the Ethernet Control Option, does the switch support SNMPv3
A: Yes.  This internet standard protocol allows user to write their own control code

Q: With the Ethernet Control Option, what type of encryption does the SNMPv3 use?
A: MD5/DES

Q: With the Ethernet Control Option, could this device be controlled by multiple 
users at different locations and all users will also see the configuration updates?
A: Yes

Q: With the Ethernet Control Option, could this switch be controlled by multiple 
users at different locations and all users will also see the configuration updates?
A: Yes

Q: With the Ethernet Control Option, does the user need to install any software on 
their computer other than a web browser?
A: No

Questions and Answers 
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